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Deep Learning-Based Near-Fall Detection
Algorithm for Fall Risk Monitoring System Using

a Single Inertial Measurement Unit
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Hyunggun Kim , and Joung Hwan Mun

Abstract— Proactively detecting falls and preventing
injuries are among the primary keys to a healthy life for the
elderly. Near-fall remote monitoring in daily life could pro-
vide key information to prevent future falls and obtain quan-
titative rehabilitation status for patients with weak balance
ability. In this study, we developed a deep learning-based
novel classification algorithm to precisely categorize three
classes (falls, near-falls, and activities of daily living (ADLs))
using a single inertial measurement unit (IMU) device
attached to the waist. A total of 34 young participants were
included in this study. An IMU containing accelerometer and
gyroscope sensors was fabricated to acquire acceleration
and angular velocity signals. A comprehensive experiment
including thirty-six types of activities (10 types of falls,
10 types of near-falls, and 16 types of ADLs) was designed
based on previous studies. A modified directed acyclic
graph-convolution neural network (DAG-CNN) architecture
with hyperparameter optimization was proposed to predict
fall, near-fall, and ADLs. Prediction results of the modified
DAG-CNN structure were found to be approximately 7%
more accurate than the traditional CNN structure. For the
case of near-falls, the modified DAG-CNN demonstrated
excellent prediction performance with accuracy of over 98%
by combining gyroscope and accelerometer features. Addi-
tionally, by combining acceleration and angular velocity
the trained model showed better performance than each
model of acceleration and angular velocity. It is believed
that information to preemptively handle the risk of falls and
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quantitativelyevaluate the rehabilitationstatus of the elderly
with weak balance will be provided by monitoring near-falls.

Index Terms— Pre-impact fall detection, near-fall detec-
tion, convolution neural network, directed acyclic graph,
inertial measurement unit.

I. INTRODUCTION

BALANCED posture is the process of securing an equi-
librium state by controlling the deviation of the center of

gravity within the base of support of the human body [1]. It is
maintained through the integration of the visual, vestibular and
somatosensory systems [2], [3], [4]. Although the definition
and causes of falls vary [5], from the biomechanical perspec-
tive, falls can be described as a phenomenon where the center
of gravity drops rapidly toward the ground and parts of the
human body hit the ground. Every year, 32% of elderly people
over the age of 70 experience fall incidents, and more than half
of those who have been injured show a high case fatality rate
within 6 months of the fall [6], [7]. Elderly people who have
had fall incidents recover slowly even with slight bruising or
simple fractures, leading to declining physical independence
and pathologic conditions in activity [8]. Therefore, a primary
key to a healthy life in the elderly is to proactively detect falls
and prevent injuries.

Fall monitoring systems utilize wearable sensors such as
accelerometers and gyroscopes [9]. These sensors have grad-
ually become smaller and lighter and have been designed
to attach to the human body easily. In particular, a single
inertial measurement unit (IMU), a hardware system made of
an accelerometer and an angular velocity sensor, enables low-
cost, low-complexity, low-power, and high-speed data process-
ing, and is widely used for various analyses including motion
analysis and fall detection [10]. Most of the fall detection tests
are focused on falls and activities of daily living (ADLs). Falls
can be divided into four phases in terms of fall detection: pre-
impact, impact, unstable, and stable phases. Many researchers
have used the characteristics of the impact and stable phases
to describe falls [11]. This type of fall detection method is
called post-impact fall detection, which can determine whether
elderly people have fallen but cannot prevent injuries from
falls. Alternatively, pre-impact fall detection attempts to find
the moment before fall. Once a pre-impact fall is detected,
an airbag system or inflatable hip protection can be activated
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to significantly reduce injuries for the elderly [12], [13].
However, pre-impact fall detection remains a tough challenge
as the free-fall phase is not clear. Regarding experimental
equipment for pre-impact fall detection, only a few studies
have used wearable IMU devices [12], [14], [15].

One recent strategy for pre-impact fall detection is to
conduct near-fall detection [9]. Near-fall is a phenomenon in
which balance is lost but a correct recovery operation actually
leads to not falling [16]. Elderly people experience multiple
near-falls before experiencing falls and steadily monitoring
near-falls in their daily lives can help predict falls in advance
[17]. Near-falls are included in the non-fall category as there
is no actual fall, but they have features that distinguish them
from ADLs (hit, bump, slip, trip, and misstep) [18]. For
example, near-falls have various other types of data including
stumble, incorrect weight transfer, and leaning too far in any
direction [19]. It is imperative to conduct near-fall detection
for more accurate and more practical fall risk assessment
[20]; therefore, near-fall remote monitoring in daily life could
provide key information to prevent future falls, as well as
quantitative rehabilitation status for patients with weak balance
ability [17]. Moreover, near-fall detection can reduce various
malfunctions of protection equipment including airbag systems
and inflatable hip protection gears. However, experimental
analysis of near-fall detection systems has not been conducted
as much as fall detection since near-fall is not as specific a
situation as fall when monitoring daily life of the elderly. The
classification of fall, near-fall, and ADLs is a challenge.

Previous fall detection studies often employed threshold-
based methods because they are easily to apply. Accelerom-
eters and gyroscopes are commonly used to understand the
characteristics and patterns of acceleration and angular veloc-
ity and to determine the thresholds [14], [21]. More recently,
machine learning-based methods have been utilized to classify
falls. Feature points can be selected from the accelerometers
and gyroscopes using classical machine learning methods such
as support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (KNN),
or deep learning algorithms such as artificial neural network
(ANN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) [12], [21], [22],
[23]. Classification of fall detection using machine learning
algorithms shows higher performance than the threshold-based
classification, and the recent advances in deep learning-based
algorithms particularly enables even more precise classifica-
tion in various fields [11], [24]. Conventional fall detection
methods have mainly performed the classification of fall and
ADLs due to the difficulty of near-fall detection (i.e., pre-
impact fall detection). While there are a few cases avail-
able to employ various near-fall data (suppl. Table I) [8],
[9], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], near-fall detection is an
important factor for a comprehensive understanding of fall
mechanism since repetitive long-term near-falls would lead to
fall incidence [25].

Various studies to estimate a fall using an IMU device so
far have attempted to discriminate between falls and ADLs.
Even studies on detecting near-falls have been limited to a
binary classification (fall vs. near-fall or near-fall vs. ADLs)
using single or a few kinds of near-fall data [17], and
there is no study of comprehensively classifying falls, near-
falls, and ADLs utilizing various types of fall, near-fall, and

ADLs experimental data. Because near-falls occur in various
situations that can overlap with actual falls or ADLs, it is
challengeable to classify near-falls along with falls and ADLs.
However, precisely classifying near-falls along with falls and
ADLs can provide a clue to the risk of falls in the elderly
or vertigo patients in advance. Additionally, the quality of the
fall prediction system can be improved by decreasing false
alarms through accurate detection of near-falls. In the present
study, we developed a novel deep learning-based classification
algorithm to precisely categorize three classes (fall, near-fall,
and ADLs) using a single IMU device attached to the waist
for the application to a hip protection system. Our specific
objectives were as follows:

1. Custom design and manufacture a single IMU hardware
device that can acquire acceleration and angular velocity
signals.

2. Establish a novel pre-impact fall detection algorithm
based on a deep learning model that can precisely classify
falls, near-falls, and ADLs using comprehensive experimental
data (10 types of falls, 10 types of near-falls, and 16 types of
ADLs).

3. Evaluate the performance between deep learning models
(modified directed acyclic graph CNN vs. typical CNN) and
between using sensor signals (acceleration vs. angular velocity
vs. combination of acceleration and angular velocity) of the
IMU device.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the materials and methods of data collection, pro-
posed prediction procedure and performance measure. The
experimental results with the proposed deep learning model
are demonstrated in section III. Finally, we interpret the results,
state the contribution of this study and give the limitations and
future direction of the study. Additionally, we have provided a
literature review related to near-fall detection as supplementary
material.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Collection

1) Subjects: A total of 34 young participants (21 males
and 13 females) aged between 21 and 34 years (mean =
27.6 years), with a body mass of 45 - 81 kg (mean =
62.1 kg), and a height from 1.57 to 1.85 m (mean = 1.67 m),
participated in this study. All participants were healthy and
did not have any type of agnosia disease or musculoskeletal
problems. Prior to the experiments, all participants filled out
consent forms. The entire experiments were carried out in
accordance with the relevant approved guidelines of the Ethics
Committee of Sungkyunkwan University.

2) Apparatus: An inertial measurement unit (IMU) contain-
ing 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope sensors was
fabricated to acquire acceleration and angular velocity signals
of falls, near-falls and ADLs. An IMU module (MPU-6050,
JK Electronics, Seoul, South Korea) with an electricity con-
sumption with a voltage of 3 - 5 V was used in this device. The
fabricated device contained a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter
for simultaneous sampling of the 3-axis accelerometer and
gyroscope. The data output range was ± 250 - 2,000 d/s for the
gyroscope and ± 2 - 16 G for the accelerometer. The data were
collected at a sample rate of 40 Hz. A Bluetooth V4.0 BLE
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Fig. 1. (A) IMU hardware device and (B) electrical circuit diagram.

(HM-11, JN Huamao Technology Co., Jinan, China) module
was used for wireless connection between the sensing and
data collection devices. A microcontroller (STM32F103CBT6,
STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzerland) with a 3.7 V /
550 mAh lithium polymer battery (DTP 503040-PCM, Shen-
zhen Data Power Technology Ltd., Shenzhen, China) was
used for data collection. The size of the device (including
the protective plastic case) was 60 (length) × 35 (width) ×
15 (height) mm, and the weight was 150 g. The device was
connected to a workstation PC using the Bluetooth module
and a Bluetooth signal receiver. C#-based Windows form
data acquisition software (HMSoft, JN Huamao Technology
Co., Jinan, China) was utilized to collect real-time 3-axis
accelerometer and gyroscope data. A detailed hardware and
electrical circuit diagram of the device is shown in Fig.1.

3) Experimental Protocols: First, each participant was asked
to watch a pre-recorded video clip containing a detailed
demonstration of each activity. For each trial, the participants
were asked once again to watch the segment of the video
clip for the corresponding action. The custom-designed IMU
sensor was positioned on the left anterior iliac crest of the
pelvis [10]. The workstation PC and Bluetooth signal receiver
were located at the side of the protective mat.

Each activity experiment attempt was made to implement
active daily livings, fall, and near-fall scenarios as realis-
tically as possible. Ten classes of near-falls were chosen
based on previous near-fall-related studies: near-fall forward
due to tripping, near-fall backward due to tripping, near-fall
forward due to slipping, near-fall backward due to slipping,
near-fall forward due to misstep, near-side fall on the right
side, near-side fall on the left side, sit-to-stand near-fall
forward, hit/bump near-fall forward, and hit/bump near-fall
backward [9], [27]. For the safety of subjects, a gymnasium
mattress and high-density ethylene foam were placed where
subjects might fall to reduce the impact force during fall or
near-fall movements. Subjects were also asked to wear knee
and elbow protective gears and a helmet [10]. For each near-
fall action, the subjects had to by any means restore balance
on their own (e.g., to shift their center of mass by certain
movements of their arms and legs) as demonstrated in the

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed procedure to discriminate between
falls, near-falls, and ADLs.

pre-recorded demo video. Before simulating active events such
as near-fall due to tripping, slipping, misstep, and walking to
side near-fall, the subjects were asked to walk 3 m from the
specified initial position at a self-preferred speed. In the case
of tripping near-fall, we tightly fixed a plastic box of size
32 (length) × 23.5 (width) × 9 (height) cm to the floor with
packing tape at 15 cm from the safety mat. For slipping near-
fall, we utilized a thin polyvinyl chloride (PVC) desk pad of
size 81 (length) × 50 (width) × 0.2 (height) cm, placed closely
to the safety mat and firmly fixed at the edges with packing
tape to the floor. Before each slipping near-fall trial, we wet
this PVC pad using a water sprayer to minimize friction and
create a more realistic slipping condition [20]. For passive
events such as sit-to-stand near-fall and hit/bump near-fall,
the subject had to take the correct initial position (sit-to-stand
fall: sit comfortably on a chair located 40 cm from the mat,
hit/bump near-fall: stand at the initial position located 10 cm
from the mat), and stay still in this pose for 2-3 sec. After
completing each attempt, the subject had to stop at the marked
spot 15 cm from the mat (if the action ended inside the mat,
the subject had to walk slowly to the indicated place) and
stand motionless for 3-5 sec before returning to the initial
position. The 16 classes of ADLs (standing, forward lying,
backward lying, leftward lying, rightward lying, sitting, sit to
stand, stand to sit, stand to lying, lying to stand, walking,
walking by bending, jumping, walking to jumping, upstairs
and downstairs) and the 10 classes of falls (forward fall,
backward fall, leftward fall, rightward fall, fall while standing,
sitting on empty chair, forward fall while walking, backward
fall while walking, tripping forward and slipping backward)
were designed based on the previous studies [10], [30], [31].
We collected raw data containing 680 occasions of near-falls,
2,176 of ADLs, and 1,360 of falls.

B. Proposed Prediction Procedure for Falls, Near-Falls,
and ADLs

Our proposed pre-impact fall detection model with ADLs
and near-falls is described in Fig. 2. The flow consists of
data acquisition (3-axis acceleration and angular velocity),
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Fig. 3. Comparison between fall (stand to forward ground fall) and near-
fall (stand to forward near-fall).

preprocessing (filtering and labeling), feature extraction, model
training with hyperparameter optimization and performance
evaluation. More detailed descriptions are as follows.

1) Fall and near-fall: Basically, there are four phases of fall.
The pre-fall phase is when normal activity occurs (classified
as ADLs) prior to the body losing balance. Next, the critical
phase is the time when the fall begins. The impact occurs when
the subject contacts the ground due to the fall. Lastly, during
the post-fall phase, the subject lies entirely on the surface
of the fall. The complete end of the post-fall phase and the
return of the subject to the standing position is marked as
“End” (Fig. 3(A)). We pay attention to the detection of fall
impact acceleration and angular velocity magnitude prior to
the impact point within the critical phase [13], [14]. In this
way, it becomes possible to detect falls (and their various
types) before the moment of impact while labeling the data
activity type.

In the case of near-fall, there are three main phases similar to
fall: the pre-near-fall phase (classified as ADLs) occurs before
the body loses balance. The start of the balance recovery phase
is the moment when near-fall begins due to various factors
such as tripping and slipping. During the balance recovery
phase, the subject performs various movements to shift the
arms and legs and restore the center of mass to the normal
and stable state to prevent an actual fall [20]. The completion
of the balance recovery phase and the return of the subject to
the stable standing position are marked as “End” (Fig. 3(B)).
In this study, the critical and balance recovery phase to detect
among falls, near-falls and ADLs are labeled as the fall and
near-fall states, respectively.

C. Data Preprocessing

The data obtained from the IMU sensors were thoroughly
reviewed for incorrect and duplicate data, which could cause
inadequate operation of the machine learning algorithm.
To improve the quality of the dataset, we identified and
removed the various errors and inconsistencies in the collected
data resulting from the loss of the Bluetooth signal between
the device and workstation PC. A sliding median filter was
used to remove noise and obtain more reliable datasets. One
of the key operations in data preprocessing to develop a

machine learning-based classification or prediction model is
data labeling [32]. In this study, we manually labeled each
data frame using the calculated sum magnitude vector (SMV)
of the accelerometer signal to accurately identify and label the
signal sections responsible for the ADLs, fall (critical phase),
and near-fall (balance recovery phase), respectively. Lastly,
we set a window size of 40 and divide the signal by using
an overlapping window size of 50% [10].

D. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is one of the most important steps for
human activity recognition (HAR) models. Building an effi-
cient feature vector improves the performance of machine
learning algorithms. Kim et al. [10] selected 40 specific
features to achieve the best performance of their machine
learning-based HAR algorithms. Considering previous HAR
research using accelerometers and gyroscopes, we selected
40 unique features to effectively detect ADLs, falls, and
near-falls [33], [34]. In this study, we extracted 23 main
accelerometer features and 7 gyroscope features, excluding the
raw signal from both sensors. In addition, we obtained the esti-
mation of the systemic quaternion to approximate the ori-
entation of the subject using the extended Kalman filter
(Quaternions) [9]. The 40 features were calculated as shown
in Table I. Therefore, a squared input matrix for the deep
learning model was created with size of 40 (window
size) × 40 (number of features).

1) Deep Learning Network: Typical CNN models have
a hierarchical chain structure with feedforward connection
through which various invariant representations of the input
data are calculated, i.e., certain features are extracted [35].

However, CNN models do not consider the middle- and
low-level features, which can play important roles in the
classification of ADLs, falls, and near-falls, especially in the
case of a multiclassification problem. Therefore, we pro-
posed a novel deep neural network architecture, namely
modified directed acyclic graph convolutional neural network
(DAG-CNN) (Fig. 4). This architecture has the advantage of
relatively efficient, simple, and fast detection and classification
of near-falls by extracting various multilevel features from the
deep layers of the CNN. DAG-CNN allows us to extract not
only high-level features, but various multi-level features by
adding additional “branched layers”. The process of training
the main CNN structure and its branches occurs simultane-
ously, reducing the size of the model and quickly and more
efficiently completing the process of feature extraction [36].

The squared input matrix is created by calculating features.
A bicubic interpolation was then employed to resize the input
matrix obtained from data pre-processing into a suitable input
data size for our proposed DAG-CNN that is 32 (height) ×
32 (width) × 1 (channel). The main structure of our proposed
DAG-CNN model starting with the input layer with zero center
normalization using the formula below:

Z = x − μ

σ
(1)

where x is the original data, μ is the mean, and σ is the
standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. Architecture for modified DAG-CNN model.

TABLE I
TYPES OF FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE IMU DEVICE

Next, it is consists of three convolutional layers with kernel
sizes of 5 × 5, 2 × 2, and 2 × 2 and with 16, 32, and
64 filters, respectively. We employed Leaky ReLU with a
standard parameter (0.01) as an activation function for each
convolutional layer of the main structure. The Leaky ReLU
can be calculated as follows:

f (x) =
�

0.01x, i f x < 0

x, otherwi se
(2)

where x is the element of the output feature map from the
previous convolutional layer [37].

Following the first two activation functions (convolutional
and leaky ReLU layers), MaxPooling was applied to reduce
computational complexity and variance and extract the most
important low-level features from the neighborhood of the
elements of each feature map. The size of the feature map
after pooling (maximum or average) can be calculated using
the following formula in equation 3.�

I − P

S

�
+ 1 (3)

where I is the input data shape, P is the pooling window size,
and S is the size of stride.

Branched structures (the top and bottom layers in Fig. 4)
consist of two consecutive convolutional layers, each of which
has filters of size 3 × 3. The first stacked convolutional layer
has a stride size of 2 × 2 with no pooling, while the second
stacked convolutional layer has no stride with a pooling size
of 1 × 1. The stacked convolutional layers (without pooling
layer between the convolutional layers) of these branched
structures allow features to be transferred and learned directly
from the first convolutional layer to the second without los-
ing any data. It also allows a hierarchical decomposition of
the input and provides more flexibility in expressing non-
linear transformations without losing information. Hence, it is
important to note that features of a different level and type,
contrasting from the main structure features, are extracted in
these branched structures. These branched structures are then
attached to the “Add” layer, where the element-wise addition
of two branched function maps to the characteristic map of
the main structures is performed as in the formula below.⎡

⎢⎣
a · · · b
...

. . .
...

c · · · d

⎤
⎥⎦ + . . . +

⎡
⎢⎣

e · · · f
...

. . .
...

g · · · h

⎤
⎥⎦

=
⎡
⎢⎣

a + . . . + e · · · b + . . . + f
...

. . .
...

c + . . . + g · · · d + · · · + h

⎤
⎥⎦ (4)

Prior to the classification layer, average pooling on the
feature map obtained from the last add layer is applied. In this
way, we performed the generalization of feature maps from
all channels (the main structure and two branched structures)
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TABLE II
OPTIMIZED HYPERPARAMETERS OF THE CNN AND MODIFIED

DAG-CNN MODELS

of our modified DAG-CNN without losing any important
information or features.

For a nonlinear combination of the data of multi-level fea-
tures and its classification, the output data of the convolutional
layers representing the features of several levels pass through
the final average pooling layer to a fully connected deep
CNN model consisting of three fully connected layers. The
first layer consists of 256 neurons, the second layer contains
128 neurons, and the third layer has 64 neurons. To optimize
the model, enhance its speed, and prevent possible overfitting
problems, a dropout with a parameter of 20% is used after
the first layer with 256 neurons to randomly remove 20%
of the neurons. Next, the SoftMax function was used to
predict the polynomial probability distribution between the
multiple classes. The last fully connected layer number of our
proposed DAG-CNN-based deep learning model was set to be
3 nodes to classify into three classes of activities (1: falls, 2:
near-falls, and 3: ADLs). Detailed architecture and parameters
of DAG-CNN are listed in suppl. Table II. In order to evaluate
the performance of the proposed DAG-CNN architecture,
we compared it with a classic LeNet-5 CNN model [38]. The
typical CNN architecture is made of input layer, 3 convolution
layers with leaky ReLU layer and max pooling layer between
each convolution layer and average global pooling layer. Three
convolution layers utilized kernel size of 5 × 5, 2 × 2 and
2 × 2 with the number of output filter size of 16, 32 and 64,
respectively. Next, three fully connected layers and a softmax
layer is followed. The general architecture of the typical CNN
model is similar to the main branch of the proposed DAG-
CNN architecture (excluding layers 12 to 18 in suppl. Table II).
MATLAB (2020b, Mathwork, USA) was utilized for training
and testing CNN models with a window system of Intel(R)
i7-5930K CPU @ 3.50GHz, Nvidia Titan XP GPU 12GB.

2) Hyperparameter Optimization: Optimal hyperparameter
values for training deep learning and CNN architecture set-
ting for best performance achievement while preventing from
overfitting was found using Bayesian optimization technique.
Bayesian optimization reflects prior knowledge to find optimal
values during a search process. This technique finds the best
value based on two elements: (i) surrogate model and ii)
acquisition functions [39]. The objective function for this study
is to minimize the classification error of near-fall detection
model. Five parameters (Initial learning rate, L2 regularization

value, optimizer type, mini batch size, maximum epochs value)
for training were selected as design parameters and their lower
and upper bound values are listed as shown in Table II. The
optimal parameters for the learning rate drop period and learn-
ing rate drop factor were set manually. Maximum objective
evaluation number was set as 20 and the best hyperparameter
values were used to train our deep learning model as final
training.

E. Performance Measure

In this study, we applied leave-one-participant-out cross-
validation techniques to validate our model [40]. The perfor-
mance criteria of accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision,
Negative Predictive Value (NPV), F1-score, and Matthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) were calculated for each of
the three classes (ADLs, falls and near-falls) separately, and
then their averages were used to further compare the two deep
learning models (suppl. Table III). Specifically, MCC is a more
reliable statistic compared to accuracy, that gives a high score
only if the prediction performs well in all four categories of the
confusion matrix (true positive, false negative, true negative,
and false positive), proportionally to the size of the positive
elements and the size of the negative elements in the dataset
at the same time. It returns a value between -1 and +1,
where +1 represents a perfect prediction, 0 is no better than
a random prediction, and -1 indicates a complete mismatch
between prediction and observation. It can be calculated using
the following formula.

MCC

= T P×T N −F P ×F N√
(T P +F P)(T P+F N)(T N +F P)(T N +F N)

(5)

where, TP, TN, FP, and FN mean true positive, true negative,
false positive, and false negative, respectively.

III. RESULTS

The training and validation process of accuracy curves
are displayed in Fig. 5. The modified DAG-CNN converged
closely to 100% accuracy, but the accuracy of the CNN
converged to approximately 93%. The accuracy of the training
process for both models became gradually stable after the
20th epoch and hardly altered after the 30th epoch. Therefore,
to prevent overfitting, we stopped the training process at the
40th epoch. The modified DAG-CNN also demonstrated a
faster convergence speed than CNN.

Confusion matrices of CNN and modified DAG-CNN model
by using gyroscope, accelerometer and combination of gyro-
scope and accelerometer features are shown in Fig. 6. The
gyroscope feature-based CNN showed low performance with
an accuracy range between 69.8% and 89.7%. However, the
modified DAG-CNN demonstrated excellent prediction per-
formance with an accuracy of over 98% for combination of
gyroscope and accelerometer features. For the detection of
ADLs and falls, the use of the accelerometer features showed
better performance than the use of the gyroscope features in
both CNN and modified DAG-CNN models. However, for
near-fall detection alone, the use of the gyroscope features
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Fig. 5. Training and validation accuracy of CNN and modified DAG-CNN
models.

showed superior performance to the use of the accelerometer
features in both CNN and modified DAG-CNN models as
shown in Fig. 6(A), 6(B), 6(D) and 6(E). The performance
difference between the uses of the accelerometer and gyro-
scope features with the CNN confusion matrix was greater
than that with the modified DAG-CNN confusion matrix.
Both CNN and modified DAG-CNN models based on the
combination of accelerometer and gyroscope features showed
better performance compared to those based on accelerometer
and gyroscope alone.

Based on the confusion matrices of CNN and modi-
fied DAG-CNN models, the receiver-operating characteristic
(ROC) curves are displayed and computed area under curve
(AUC) for three classes (ADLs, fall and near-fall) as shown in
Fig. 7. The best performance was obtained from the modified
DAG-CNN using the combination of the accelerator and gyro-
scope features, with a sharp decreasing true positive rate with
decreasing false positive rate. The ROC curve of CNN only
with the gyroscope features showed a better near-fall detection
performance than ADLs and falls (Fig. 7(A)). Similarly, the
modified DAG-CNN only with the gyroscope features showed
high performance in near-fall detection (Fig. 7(D)). For the
CNN model, the AUCs of the near-fall class for the gyro-
scope, accelerometer and combination of accelerometer and
gyroscope feature-based models were 0.97, 0.93 and 0.98,
respectively. The AUCs of ADLs and falls were higher than
near-falls for the accelerometer feature-based CNN model.
However, the AUC of near-falls was higher than ADLs and
falls for gyroscope and combination of accelerometer and
gyroscope feature-based model as shown in Fig. 7(A) and
7(C). As shown in Fig. 7(D) to 7(F), the AUCs of near-fall for
three different feature-based models were 0.99, 0.99 and 0.99,
respectively. The AUCs of near-fall for gyroscope showed
higher values than AUCs of ADLs and falls.

The algorithm working time (system latency) and lead time
(time difference between the time of fall impact and pre-fall
detection) are presented in Table III. The system latencies of
fall, near-fall, and ADLs were about 56.4 and 58.5 ms for the
CNN and modified DAG-CNN models, respectively, with sim-
ilar computation times. The average lead time was presented as
660.9 and 662.0 for the CNN and modified DAG-CNN models,
respectively. The inflation time of the protection systems, such
as airbags, will require about 120 ms [41]. Even considering

the system latency, enough inflation time for the protection
system could be acquired in future work.

The overall quantitative performance evaluation of CNN
and the modified DAG-CNN is demonstrated in Fig. 8. The
modified DAG-CNN outperformed CNN in every comparison
of performance criterion. The accuracies of CNN and the
modified DAG-CNN only with the gyroscope features ranged
between 70.4% to 86.8% and 80.9% to 92.2%, respectively.
The average accuracy and F1-score with the accelerometer
features showed an improvement in the modified DAG-CNN
with a value of 96.6% and 0.96 compared to CNN with a
value of 90.0% and 0.88, respectively. The combination of
gyroscope and accelerometer feature-based model for CNN
and modified DAG-CNN showed improvement of 14% and
10%, respectively, for F1-score as compared to gyroscope
feature-based model.

IV. DISCUSSION

Near-falls, which exist between falls and ADLs, generally
occur more frequently than practical falls [17]. Any system
that can automatically quantify the frequency of near-falls can
complement the existing self-report to monitor balance status
and evaluate fall risk more precisely [28]. In this study, we pro-
posed a deep learning-based precise fall detection algorithm
capable of simultaneously detecting fall, near-fall, and ADLs.
In the modified DAG-CNN model, fall, near-fall and ADLs
were classified with accuracy of up to 99%. In addition, when
the model was trained using features based on the combination
of acceleration and angular velocity data, the accuracy was
improved by about 3% and 12% compared to when accelera-
tion and angular velocity were used, respectively.

One of the key problems of pre-impact fall detection
algorithms is the lack of available indicators directly related
to dynamic near-fall detection [25]. It is also very difficult
to treat near-falls and falls because some active types of
near-falls produce higher acceleration peaks than falls, which
was demonstrated using the public dataset of Cogent Lab
[42]. In contrast, the median value of the minimum SMV
of accelerometer signal for near-falls is often lower than that
for falls during the free-fall phase. In addition, Lee et al. [9]
experimentally demonstrated that various balance recovery
movements during simulated near-falls can lead to significant
increase in acceleration peak, which becomes a challengeable
constrain in recognizing falls and near-falls. On the other
hand, Trkov et al. [43] demonstrated that the extended Kalman
filter-based prediction for cases of small slips can have a
similar nature to walking through dynamic analysis (neglecting
the friction force) of slips of different intensities. It is also
important to note that the lack of a certain homogeneity
between the various types of near-falls such as trip, slip,
misstep, etc., makes identifying near-falls based on IMU data
alone, without contextual information, an especially difficult
task [28]. In our study, almost all possible types of falls, near-
falls, and ADLs based on the previous fall-related studies
were included from the comprehensive experiments, taking
into account the problem of data heterogeneity depending on
various factors such as severe types of near-falls almost similar
to the fall patterns and relative passive types of near-falls
similar to the ADLs in nature. Despite the heterogeneity
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Fig. 6. CNN confusion matrix ((A) gyroscope, (B) accelerometer, and (C) combination of gyroscope and accelerometer) and modified DAG-CNN
confusion matrix ((D) gyroscope, (E) accelerometer, and (F) combination of gyroscope and accelerometer).

Fig. 7. CNN ROC curves ((A) gyroscope, (B) accelerometer, and (C) combination of gyroscope and accelerometer) and modified DAG-CNN ROC
curves ((D) gyroscope, (E) accelerometer, and (F) combination of gyroscope and accelerometer).

Fig. 8. Accuracy and F-1 score of leave-one-participant-out cross-
validation from CNN and modified DAG-CNN models.

characteristics of near-fall data and various abnormal artifacts
of movement arising from the relatively strong relocation of
the center of gravity to restore balance, there is a strong
need to categorize falls, near-falls, and ADLs as three distinct
classes.

In this study, modified DAG-CNN architecture that can
increase the dimension of input features was used to discrim-
inate between falls, near-falls, and ADLs (Fig. 4). A classical
straightforward CNN (3 convolutional layers, 2 subsampling
layers and 2 fully connected layers) is similar to a structure of
feed-forward neural network. Each convolutional layer is made
of convolution, pooling and nonlinear activation functions.
Usually, an average pooling layer and tanh activation function

are applied with multi-layer perceptron as last classifier. This
type of model extract features fits to coarse classification
not fine-graded ones. For instance, the walking and standing
activity shows discrete signal difference which can be a coarse
classification. DAG-based network shows characteristics of no
circular cycle with one-direction presented as topologically
sorted. It was explored earlier in the context of recurrent neural
networks that use feedback from forward layers to backward
layers to capture dynamic states. This type of network is
widely applied in blockchain field such as Byteball coin
[44]. DAG-network has high transaction speed since each unit
is processed by parallel and relatively small network size.
This type of structure allows to directly learn multi-scale
representations (features) and fuse multi-scale features into
a single training procedure [45]. Previous research reported
that DAG-CNN network can discriminate with higher detec-
tion performance since it can extract multi-scale features
from multiple layers simultaneously from coarse to fine
features [46]. In this study, the feature-level fusion [47],
which could combine extracted features from different levels
(high, middle, low) and create the final feature vector, was
employed. It provided more discriminative features for clas-
sifying fall, near-fall and ADLs. A previous study reported
that the baseline chain structed CNN and DAG-network
base CNN showed increased detection rate range between
8% to approximately 20%, which is similar to our 3-class
prediction rate [45].
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TABLE III
SYSTEM LATENCY AND LEAD TIME OF THE CNN AND MODIFIED

DAG-CNN MODELS

To determine the superiority of the methodology used in
this study, it was compared to previous methodologies related
to binary classification for the prediction of near-fall (Suppl.
Results and suppl. Table IV). By summarizing a few previous
studies, machine learning- and threshold-based algorithms are
generally used to predict near-fall [33]. The critical point in
using threshold-based algorithms is to determine features to
classify and their threshold values. However, it is out of the
scope of this study to implement and determine the thresh-
old feature for additional classification (falls vs. near-falls
vs. ADLs) because most previous studies extract threshold
features based on expert knowledge or experience (trial and
errors). In addition, it is generally known that the machine
learning model has higher performance than the classification
by threshold-based model [48]. Therefore, previous methods
using machine learning were compared with our method.
They showed lower performances than our method. The
decreased accuracy of the previous machine learning models
might result from using a comprehensive dataset including
36 types of activities (10 types of falls, 10 types of near-
falls, and 16 types of ADLs) instead of only a few types
of activities. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the
heterogeneity characteristics of near-fall movements widely
distributed between actual ADLs and fall regions might be
a factor that could degrade classifier performance. Therefore,
modified DAG-CNN architecture which expands the feature
dimension plays a critical role in improving the performance of
the classifier to precisely categorize falls, near-falls, and ADLs.

The ultimate goal of the project is to develop a protection
system that monitors the risk of falls in advance and activates
airbag devices if a fall is detected. The deep learning model
proposed in this study will be used as the control algorithm of
the protection system. In future work, it will be necessary
to incorporate the proposed deep learning model into the
control system. Optimization of the deep learning model
taking into account the specifications and unit price of the
control unit is necessary for system mounting. Additionally,
the interface function should be implemented by linking with a
smartphone application. Diagnosis of falls or near-falls should
be transmitted through Bluetooth wireless communication to
provide information that can be utilized by users or clinicians.
If a problem occurs in Bluetooth communication (error in the
transmitted data or disconnection out of range), an environ-
ment in which to reconnect by giving a notification (buzzer
or vibration, etc.) to the user will be provided. Therefore, the
fall, near-fall, and ADLs classification model proposed in this
study has the potential to play a key role as the basic algorithm
of the protection system.

The limitations of this study are as follows. First, a fall
simulation experiment was conducted based on a scenario
set in the laboratory, not an actual fall. The subjects were
limited to young and healthy people because it could be
very dangerous for elderly people with weakened balance or
people with diseases such as dizziness to perform fall exper-
iments. Nevertheless, since actual falls occur faster and with
more force than in simulated experiments [49], the detection
algorithm proposed in this study is sufficiently significant.
Second, there is a limitation in not classifying the 36 types
of activities (10 types of falls, 10 types of near-falls, and
16 types of ADLs) in detail. Detailed classification of the type
or direction of the fall and near-fall can estimate the injury site,
leading to the appropriate operation of the protection system
[10]. In future research, additional in-depth study on detailed
classification is necessary. Thrid, the fall detection algorithm
of this study has a limitation in that only CNN-based deep
learning models were used. Until now, various types of deep
learning models have been developed, and it is known that the
performance of the deep learning model varies depending on
the characteristics of the training data [50]. However, this study
proposed a comprehensive fall detection algorithm that can
simultaneously predict falls, near-falls, and ADLs. Therefore,
an in-depth study to compare and evaluate performance by
applying various deep learning models within this process is
needed in the future.

In conclusion, we have proposed a novel deep learning-
based pre-impact fall detection algorithm that can precisely
discriminate falls, near-falls, and ADLs using acceleration and
angular velocity signals of a single IMU device. Custom-
designed IMU device hardware was designed to obtain accel-
eration and angular velocity signals. The modified DAG-CNN
structure was used to predict falls, near-falls, and ADLs, and a
comparative evaluation with traditional CNN techniques was
performed. As a result, the prediction results of the modified
DAG-CNN structure were found to be approximately 7% more
accurate than the traditional CNN structure. Additionally, the
deep learning model trained by combining acceleration and
angular velocity showed better performance than each model
of acceleration and angular velocity. The results of this study
will improve the performance of the fall detection system
by reducing false alarms. It is believed that information to
preemptively handle the risk of falls as well as quantitative
evaluation of the rehabilitation status of the elderly with weak
balance will be provided by monitoring of near-falls.
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